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Using 6S to organize your kitchen, making a value stream map to arrange your fire place in the 
living room, or remembering where the long-sleeved shirts are with the help of Visual 
Management sounds nerdy, right?

Well, perhaps it is. But at thyssenkrupp Aerospace our drive for OPX starts with engaging with 
our people and learning how they think. It’s less about “optimizing the kitchen” and more about 
harnessing the mentality to want to optimize it in the first place, and then driving that back in to 
our business.

During uncertain times in the wake of a global pandemic, we have identified the potential to use 
this idea to:

• demonstrate lean methods by using simple examples from every day life,

• promote a 'lean thinking' culture during disrupted processes

• keep our communication and best practice sharing going, even when we are forced to work 
at home, and

• show how we at thyssenkrupp Aerospace automatically focus on value – no matter the 
customer

Inspired by the classic Top Trumps card game, our global OPX community gathered several 
cases that show how we are so focussed on customer value, we build our lives around it.

“

”Andy Cutler

Head of Global Operational Excellence
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The identification and elimination of all forms of waste are the basis 
for every improvement

Value adding 
processes

Supporting 
processes

Value reducing and 
unnecessary processes

For example

• Unsafe behavior

• Scrap

• Misinformation 

• Rework

• Handling

• Waiting

For example

• Transport

• Quality control

• Maintenance

• What the 
customer wants 
and pays for

We identify and eliminate We optimize We focus on!
Q: Why do we do 

Operational 
Excellence?

A: So that each and 
every employee can 
see the flow of value 
to the customer fix 
that flow before it 

breaks
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1. Sort
Create tidiness by removing 
clutter and everything not 
needed. Only necessary tools 
and parts remain at the 
workplace, so that no obstacles 
can disturb work.

2. Set
Organize and arrange the 
workplace. Material and tools 
have defined positions. They are 
located, so that they can be 
found & picked up with minimal 
movement. 

3. Shine
Clean the workplace. The 
continuous cleaning of 
workplaces and machines is a 
duty of everyone. Cleaning also 
means checking the machines 
to prevent damage. 

4. Standardize
Keep the clean and sorted 
state by developing standards 
for each work area. Everyone is 
responsible, that his or her 
workplace remains organized 
and clean. 

Workplace 
organization using 

6S
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5. Sustain
Everyone performs the previous steps in daily working life and 
enhances the condition of the workplace. 6S is part of the culture. 
Sustain means discipline. 

Safety 
With 6S implementation we also create safe working conditions. 
Every measure and improvement aims at eliminating potential 
hazards. 

6S is a simple and effective method to improve working conditions. 
But 6S is not only a tool, it is a way of thinking.

Workplace 
organization using 

6S
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Transport
Useless transportation of materials 

(e.g. transport too far)

Inventory
Excessive material inventories (e.g. 

inventory reaching > 12 months sales)

Motion
Unnecessary / straining 

motions
(e.g. bend down)

Waiting
All idle time in logistics 

processes 
(e.g. waiting for picking list)

Over-
processing

Making work more 
complicated than it needs 

to be
(e.g. excessive manual writing)

Over-
production
Producing more than 
necessary before it is 

necessary
(e.g. picking much earlier than 

loading)

Skills not 
used

workers involved too little 
in developing workplaces 

and processes
(e.g. orders instead of dialogue)

Defects/ 
rework

All forms of damages, 
faults, defects resulting 

in scrap/rework 
(e.g. mechanical damage of 

material)

The 8 types of 
waste

TIMWOODS
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SQCDP
Daily Management 
is an enabler for 
Standard Work to 
flourish

With a solid daily meeting structure, driven by performance indicators and problem solving 
SQCDP leads to better collaboration and provides a common understanding of daily 
business. It also gives clears problem escalation routes and can lead to faster response 
times for improved performance.
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The         
thyssenkrupp 
Aerospace            
Lean Home Office 
card deck

6S
Poka 
Yoke

Standard Work 
and Daily 
Management

Digital

Process 
Analysis  
and             
8 Wastes
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6S
Description

• Ability to find main DIY tools in the same place, every time

• No searching time

• No lost tools, therefore no cost to keep replacing

• Improved safety by clearly sorting and storing potentially dangerous tools

• Work cells within operating sites

• Close to machines

• Maintenance departments

• Packaging areas

• Assembly areas

• Cleaning stations

• Reception and shipping areas

• Shared recreation areas e.g. canteens

Areas of application in tkA
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6S
Description

• Cleaning and organizing storage cupboards

• Overview of available inventory

• Minimum inventory levels easy to manage

• Frequently used items (‘fast movers’) placed in easiest to reach shelves

• Storage areas

• Stationery cupboards

• Office store rooms

• Tooling cabinets

• Assembly areas

Areas of application in tkA
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6S
Description

• Visual management to reduce double handling

• Faster dressing time

• Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) cupboards

• Staff uniform storage areas

• Shared work areas

Areas of application in tkA
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6S
Description

• Acknowledging the best ‘home location’

• Simple solution to sort shoes and improve safety in a high traffic area

• Permeant resolution of a persistent problem by ‘listening’ to the customer

• Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) cupboards

• High traffic areas where equipment must be stored

• Storage areas for small items

• Employee communal or dressing areas

Areas of application in tkA
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6S
Description

• Knowledge transfer / training

• Sorting or materials before assembly

• Creation of operating instructions

• More fun, faster and easier

• Standard operating procedures

• Assembly areas

• Packing areas

• Machinery and equipment where a manual setup is required

Areas of application in tkA
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Process Analysis and 8 Wastes

Description

• Consolidation of travel routes

• Distance and time saving

• Material handling and picking areas

• Customer visit routes

• Delivery routes / logistics

• Inter-site movement of materials

• Routing cleaning operations

• Management gemba walks

Areas of application in tkA
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Process Analysis and 8 Wastes

Description

• Positioning of equipment close to next process step

• Reduced motion

• Maximum value gained from intended activity

• Locating machines and equipment

• Office layout (e.g. printers, work stations, large equipment)

• Site layout

Areas of application in tkA
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Process Analysis and 8 Wastes

Description

• Storage of pre-cut materials close to point of use

• Pre-staged work before next shift

• Sorted and standardized storage

• Correct PPE provided

• Production areas

• Packing areas

• Reception and shipping areas

• Assembly areas

Areas of application in tkA
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Process Analysis and 8 Wastes

Description

• Manual process with significantly reduced motion

• Fast process time

• Direct access to consumables and waste disposal

• Visual Kanban of inventory

• Bespoke tools for faster operation and improved safety

• Production areas

• Packing areas

• Reception and shipping areas

• Assembly areas

• Canteen and kitchen areas

• Office areas with manual activity

Areas of application in tkA
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Standard Work and Daily Management

Description

• Standard operating instruction and dedicated tools for emergency situations

• Easily accessible

• Clear and simple to execute with minimal training

• Work cells within operating sites

• Close to machines

• Maintenance departments

• Packaging areas

• Assembly areas

• Cleaning stations

• Reception and shipping areas

• Shared recreation areas e.g. canteens

• Delivery vehicles

Areas of application in tkA
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Standard Work and Daily Management

Description

• Daily recording of performance against targets that can be influenced by the team

• Incentivised for target achievement

• Open communication of issues preventing good performance and ideas to improve

• All team work cells

• All team office areas

Areas of application in tkA
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Digital

Description

• Establish comfortable working position

• Clean desk policy in shared working environment

• Easy setup and takedown of office equipment

• All shared working desks in warehouse or administrative offices

• Remote work locations

Areas of application in tkA
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Digital

Description

• Single (Zero) Minute Exchange of Dye (SMED)

• Additional work equipment linked using automatic switch

• Seamless swapping between devices

• Maximum operating specification of equipment not compromised 

• Work stations with multiple display screens

• Engineering offices

• Remote work locations

Areas of application in tkA
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Digital

Description

• Subject line rules for incoming emails

• Automatic sorting based on user rules

• Reduced searching time

• Filter for waste emails

• Improved productivity

• All email

Areas of application in tkA
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Digital

Description

• Smart monitoring of power consumption

• Starts and stops as well as malfunctions are identified

• Automatic user notifications

• Reduced motion waste for problem solving

• Improved safety

• Up-value of older devices

• Machinery and equipment

• Handling trucks and vehicles

• Cranes

Areas of application in tkA
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Poka Yoke

Description

• Efficient and effective visual indication of stock shortage

• Stops process from continuing

• Reduced impact on waiting time

• Improved safety

• Work cells within operating sites

• Close to machines

• Maintenance departments

• Packaging areas

• Assembly areas

• Cleaning stations

• Reception and shipping areas

• Shared recreation areas e.g. canteens

Areas of application in tkA
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Poka Yoke

Description

• Root cause analysis of network connection stability

• Simple solution without expense

• Designed to target directly the root cause effectively

• Work cells within operating sites

• Close to machines

• Office work stations

• Packaging areas

• Assembly areas

• Reception and shipping areas

Areas of application in tkA
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Andy Cutler
Head of Global Operational Excellence
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+44 7951 045564


